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Abstract—Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) is a promising
solution to provide ultra-high capacity optical network infrastructure for rapidly increasing traffic demands. Such network
infrastructure can be a target of deliberate attacks that aim at
disrupting a large number of vital services. This paper assesses
the effects of high-power jamming attacks in SDM optical networks utilizing Multi-Core Fibers (MCFs), where the disruptive
effect of the inserted jamming signals may spread among multiple
cores due to increased Inter-Core CrossTalk (ICo-XT). We first
assess the jamming-induced reduction of the signal reach for
different bit rates and modulation formats. The obtained reach
limitations are then used to derive the maximal traffic disruption
at the network level. Results indicate that connections provisioned
satisfying the normal operating conditions are highly vulnerable
to these attacks, potentially leading to huge data losses at the
network level.
Index Terms—High-power jamming attacks, optical network
security, space division multiplexing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) [1], [2] has been identified as a promising solution to the capacity crunch driven by
the fast growth of bandwidth-intensive services. SDM enables
ultra-high capacity in optical networks by utilizing a number of
spatial resources, which can refer to multiple cores inside the
same cladding of Multi-Core Fibers (MCFs); multiple modes
inside the same core of Few-Mode Fibers (FMFs); or parallel
single-mode fibers in the same bundle [3]. In weakly-coupled
MCFs, which are in the focus of this work, each core within
the fiber is used as a distinct communication channel, assuming sufficiently low interference between neighboring cores
[4]. Key parameters determining the maximum transmission
reach of optical signals in MCF are Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (ASE) noise and Inter-Core CrossTalk (ICo-XT) [5].
As the critical infrastructure enabling a plethora of vital
societal services, optical networks can be an enticing target
of deliberate attacks aimed at service disruption [6]. Highpower jamming attacks, in which an attacking signal is inserted
into the network via, e.g., direct access to the fiber plant,
monitoring ports, or by bending the fiber, can be harmful to
optical networks deploying different technologies. In networks
based on Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), this
attack affects co-propagating user signals by increasing the
Inter-Channel CrossTalk (ICh-XT) among channels traversing the same fiber (core) [6]. In SDM-based networks, the
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damaging potential of jamming signals can not only affect
signals inside the same core, but it can also propagate to
signals in adjacent cores via increased ICo-XT. The primary
requirement for increasing the network robustness to attacks
is to evaluate the harmful effects caused by attacks and to
quantify the damage they can cause to the network. While
the damage from jamming attacks and the ways of increasing
the level of physical-layer security in optical networks have
been investigated in the context of Single-Mode Fibers (SMFs)
[7]–[9], the harmful effects of jamming attacks in MCF-based
SDM networks have not been studied so far.
To provide an assessment of the vulnerability of SDM
networks to high-power jamming attacks, we evaluate the disruptive effects of jamming attacks to legitimate co-propagating
signals in MCF. We first identify the maximum signal reach
limited by ASE noise and ICo-XT under normal operating
conditions. We then calculate the reduction of the maximum
reach due to increased ICo-XT as a function of the power
of the jamming signal, as well as the modulation format and
bit rates of the legitimate signals. Using the developed model
and ICo-XT-imposed reach limitations, we evaluate the overall
traffic losses due to the physical-layer disruptions imposed
by jamming attacks in the European backbone network, thus
bounding the maximum extent of damage caused in the
considered network. Results show that individual connections
are highly vulnerable to the high-power jamming attacks,
especially the ones with more complex modulation formats or
longer reaches. At the network level, the attacks can disrupt
a significant number of connections, causing the loss of huge
amounts of data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works on physical-layer security aspects in optical networks
are reviewed in Sec. II. Sec. III presents an assessment of
the reach limitations of optical channels in an MCF imposed
by ASE noise and by attacks causing excessive ICo-XT.
Sec. IV expands the analysis to a network-wide scenario and
evaluates the maximum possible traffic disruption. Finally,
Sec. V concludes the work and presents guidelines for further
investigation.
II. R ELATED W ORK
As a promising solution to overcome the upcoming capacity
crunch, SDM networks have been the subject of several studies
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focusing on a range of aspects from fiber manufacturing
to the efficient spectrum management. Due to significant
architectural differences, several management strategies need
to be revisited, such as resource allocation algorithms, e.g.,
Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) and Routing and
Spectrum Assignment (RSA) algorithms, used in WDM and
Elastic Optical Networks (EONs), respectively, need to be
revisited to be suitable for SDM networks.
The work in [7] investigates the intra- and inter-channel
CrossTalk (XT) effects caused by the injection of highpower jamming signals in WDM all-optical networks and
shows their harmful effect to the performance of the optical
channels. In [9], the authors propose approaches to decrease
the overall damage caused by attacks through tailored, attackaware routing and/or wavelength assignment. The work in
[8] proposes a design strategy that enhances the conventional
Dedicated Path Protection (DPP) with attack-awareness. The
above-mentioned studies show that physical-layer security can
be enhanced while using the same amount of optical resources
as conventional, resource-saving approaches. However, these
works consider a WDM optical network where the damaging
effects of jamming signals stay confined in a single fiber core.
In SDM networks, signal interference among adjacent cores
cannot be neglected, particularly in the presence of high-power
jamming signals.
The ICo-XT seems to be the main SDM drawback and
limitation, which can affect the maximum transmission distance depending on the applied modulation format and bit
rate. Therefore, the ICo-XT assessment is a crucial issue, and
different ICo-XT models have been proposed in the literature.
For instance, the authors of [10] and [11] apply very precise
models, which allow estimating ICo-XT level for a particular
core and transmission distance (from a source node) as a
function of fiber physical characteristics, current transmission
distance and number of adjacent cores.
The models can be simplified assuming the worst-case
ICo-XT scenario (i.e., the core with the highest number of
adjacent cores), as well as applied to find transmission reaches
of different modulation formats in the presence of ICo-XT. By
these means, the authors of [5] assess the modulation transmission reach as a function of the ICo-XT, the modulation format
and its XT tolerance for different MCFs. Then, the work in
[5] proposes a design strategy that considers SDM networks
by considering the transmission reach limitations in MCFs.
The work in [12] considers SDM networks and proposes
an attack-aware Routing, Spectrum and Core Assignment
(RSCA) strategy for design and provisioning. The strategy
avoids assigning the same spectrum slot to potentially harmful
signals and trusted signals if they traverse adjacent cores.
This approach reduces the risks from ICo-XT impairment and
related vulnerability of trusted channels. These works focus
on the design and connection provision in SDM networks,
but do not investigate the potential disruption caused by the
ICo-XT in the presence of a malicious high-power jamming
signal attack to connections provisioned considering normal
operating conditions.
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TABLE I
OSNR AND IC O -XT S IGNAL R EQUIREMENTS [5].
BPSK QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM
OS N R mi n [dB]
4.2
7.2
13.9
19.8
XTd B, ma x [dB]
-14
-17
-23
-29
PS = 1 mW
L s p a n = 100 km
G = 20 dB
N F = 5.5 dB

Fig. 1. 12-core double-ring MCF [14].

Different from the previous works in the literature, this
work investigates traffic realized considering normal operating
conditions and the most spectrally efficient modulation format
is affected by the maximum reach limitations imposed by
ICo-XT. We first provide an analysis of the maximum transmission reach of signals limited by ASE noise and ICo-XT
under normal conditions and in the presence of a high-power
jamming signal. Then, we evaluate how the reduction of signal
reach disrupts traffic at a network level.
III. T HE I MPACT OF JAMMING ATTACKS ON
T RANSMISSION R EACH IN MCF
In this section, we provide a methodology to calculate the
transmission reach limitations of optical signals traversing
MCF and quantify the reduction in the reach caused by
jamming signal-induced ICo-XT.
The maximum transmission reach of an optically amplified
signal is limited by several impairments which guide the
selection of the bit rate and modulation format for each
network connection. The two dominant limiting factors in
MCF networks are ASE noise and ICo-XT [5], considering
that the network has Digital Signal Processing (DSP)-enabled
receivers, which are capable of compensating chromatic and
polarization-mode dispersion, nonlinear channel backpropagation to compensate intra-channel nonlinearities, and balanced
channel power.
Optical Signal-to-Noise Ratio (OSNR) requirements, which
largely depend on the ASE noise, tighten with the increasing
complexity of modulation formats, where more complex and
spectrally efficient modulation formats require higher OSNR
to achieve acceptable Bit Error Rate (BER) values. The
transmission reach limitation due to noise is also inversely
proportional to the signal bit rate, i.e., signals with higher bit
rates have a shorter reach. The reach limitation due to ASE
is calculated using (1), where PS is the average optical power
per channel, Lspan is the distance between the equally spaced
line amplifiers, OSN Rmin is the required OSNR at the receiver
side (summarized in Table I), h is Planck’s constant, f is the
optical signal frequency, G and N F are the amplifier gain and
noise factor, and RS is the symbol rate [5], [13].
Lmax,OS N R =

PS · Lspan
OSN Rmin · h · f · G · N F · RS

(1)
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Fig. 2. Maximum transmission reach limited by OSNR (white-faced markers) or XT (color-faced markers) for different bit rates. No Jamming Signal (NJS)
represents the case where there is no jamming signal present in the fiber.

The reach limitation due to ICo-XT is a function of the
modulation format only, where more complex modulation
formats are more sensitive to ICo-XT, independent of the bit
rate. This limitation is calculated using (2), where XTdB,max
refers to the XT limit of the modulation format (described
in Table I) and XTdB,1km refers to the fiber unitary ICo-XT
(accumulated by transmission over 1 km) [5], [14].
Lmax,XT = 10

XTd B, ma x −XTd B,1k m
10

(2)

This analysis considers the balanced power scenario and the
corresponding model from [5] as a baseline and investigates
the ICo-XT effects of a harmful jamming signal with different
power levels present in the fiber. Effects of the jamming signal
on OSNR limits are considered negligible.
Table I describes the set of parameters, assumed as in [5],
where user signals are transmitted at 1550 nm over a 12-core
double-ring structure MCF with one propagation direction (see
Fig. 1), yielding worst aggregate ICo-XT (XTdB,1km ) of -61.9
dB [5], [14]. A 4 dB penalty margin is also assumed for both
OSNR and XT limits [5]. The considered transponder types
support bit rates of 40 Gbps, 100 Gbps and 400 Gbps, as well
as BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM modulation formats.
The maximum transmission reach is calculated for the attackfree setup and for the worst-case attack scenario where the
harmful jamming signal is inserted in one of the fiber cores in
the inner ring, potentially affecting the signals in four adjacent
cores via increased ICo-XT. The power gain of the jamming
signal is varied from 1 to 5 dB to mimic attacks with different
intensities.
Fig. 2 shows the maximum transmission reach for the
different bit rates and modulation formats in the 12-core
double-ring MCF showed in Fig. 1. In each scenario, the
transmission reach of user signals is determined by the most

limiting factor between OSNR and ICo-XT, denoted with
white-faced and color-faced markers, respectively.
It is interesting to note that 400 Gbps signals are not affected
by the considered attacks regardless of the used modulation
format or the power of the jamming signal. This is because
OSNR severely limits the reach of 400 Gbps signals already in
normal operating conditions, and the attack-induced ICo-XT
levels are not sufficient to exceed this limitation. However, as
the modulation complexity increases, the ICo-XT limitation
for 400 Gbps signals tightens and approaches the OSNR
limitation. The trends for 400 Gbps signals across Figs. 2a-2d
indicate that the power gain of the jamming signal should be
above 5 dB to violate the OSNR threshold and impose reach
limitations on these signals.
The less restrictive OSNR constraints allow for a longer
reach of 40 and 100 Gbps channels, making these channels
more likely to be limited by ICo-XT. The reach of 40 Gbps
signals using QPSK, 16- or 64-QAM (Figs. 2b, 2c and 2d)
is limited by ICo-XT even in the attack-free scenario (note
the color-faced markers for the NJS case). For instance, as the
power gain of the jamming signal increases, the maximum
reach of 40 Gbps 64-QAM signals (Fig. 2d) decreases significantly, dropping by 20% already for 1 dB jamming signal
power gain, and by 68% for 5 dB gain. Similar decrease (68%)
is also experienced by 40 Gbps signals using QPSK and 16QAM for jamming signal with 5 dB gain. For 40 Gbps QPSK
signals, the drop is of 41% for jamming signal with 5 dB gain.
The reach of 100 Gbps signals in the attack-free scenario
is limited by OSNR for all modulation formats but 64-QAM
(Fig. 2d), where it is shaped by ICo-XT. Compared to normal
operating conditions, jamming signal with 5 dB power gain
reduces the reach of 100 Gbps signals by 26% (QPSK, Fig. 2b)
to 68% (64-QAM, Fig. 2d). The transmission reach reduction
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caused by a malicious signal shown in Fig. 2 indicates the level
of disruption of individual connections which are established
to satisfy the normal operating conditions, and gives an insight
into the safety margins that should be considered to take this
reduction into account.
IV. N ETWORK -W IDE T RAFFIC D ISRUPTION C AUSED BY
JAMMING ATTACKS
After determining the impact of high-power jamming to
the maximum transmission reach of individual connections,
using the model and the assumptions from Sec. III, we now
investigate the worst-case damage from a jamming attack
at the network level. First, we describe the scenario and
assumptions considered in this work. Then, we assess the
disruption caused by the attack scenarios considered.
A. Network Scenario and Assumptions
We perform numerical experiments on the Euro28 network topology with 28 nodes and 82 links with an average
length of 625 km, shown in Fig. 3. All physical links are
assumed to be realized with 12-core double-ring MCFs (see
Fig. 1) supporting elastic spectrum allocation with 12.5 GHz
granularity and independent switching policy as in [3]. A
12.5 GHz guard-band is used between neighboring signals.
Each demand can be supported by one transponder capable of
serving the requested bit rate, i.e., traffic splitting/grooming is
not supported. The available transponder bit rates are the same
as considered in Sec. III, i.e., 40, 100 and 400 Gbps.
Each traffic matrix consists of randomly generated demands
with a total traffic volume of 800 Tbps. The source and destination nodes of connection demands are uniformly distributed
among all node pairs and the requested bit rate follows uniform
distribution in the range between 10 and 400 Gbps.
To assign routes and spectral resources to each demand,
we apply the Spectrum-Spatial Allocation (SSA) algorithm
from [15], aimed at minimizing the total network spectrum
usage. The algorithm begins by sorting the demands in the
descending order of their bit rates. For each demand, up
to 30 candidate paths are computed, and associated with a
modulation format and the number of required spectrum slices.
The modulation format assignment follows the DistanceAdaptive Transmission (DAT) rule from [15] aimed at maximizing the spectral efficiency and minimizing the number
of required regenerators. The number of slices required per
candidate path is calculated as a function of demand bit rate
and the applied modulation format, using the model from
[5]. During the SSA, the transmission reach is calculated
using the procedure described in Sec. III for the attack-free
scenario. Regenerators are deployed at network nodes only for
demands which cannot be established otherwise, and do not
perform spectrum/modulation conversion. The SSA heuristic
then selects the candidate path, the cores and the spectrum for
each demand which result in the lowest total spectrum usage.
Table II presents the distribution of the randomly generated
traffic matrices in terms of bit rates. All presented results are
averaged over ten different traffic matrices. For the considered

Fig. 3. Euro28 network topology with 12-core MCF.
TABLE II
T RAFFIC M ATRICES B IT R ATES AND THE M ODULATION F ORMATS
A LLOCATED TO S ATISFY THE D EMANDS .
Modulation
BPSK
QPSK
16-QAM
64-QAM
Total

40
0.23
3.55
4.39
0
8.17

Bit Rate (%)
100
400
0
0
6.15
69.39
8.67
6.93
0.51
0.16
15.34
76.49

Total
0.23
79.1
19.99
0.68

traffic matrices, more than 75% of the demands are served
by 400 Gbps bit rate channels, which are not affected by
the analyzed attack scenarios, as shown in Sec. III. In such
settings, less than 25% of the total traffic is vulnerable to an
attack-induced reduction of transmission reach according to
the results presented in Fig. 2. Table II also shows modulation
formats selected by the SSA algorithm. For the considered
SSA algorithm, 79.1% of the demands are realized using
QPSK, followed by nearly 20% utilizing 16-QAM. BPSK and
64-QAM are applied to less than 1% of the demands.
B. Traffic Disruption Assessment
Considering the network scenario and assumptions presented in Sec. IV-A, we investigate the extent of disruption
caused by jamming signals with different power gain values.
Similar to Sec. III, the jamming signal is considered to have
power gain of 1 to 5 dB relative to the legitimate signals.
We consider a worst-case attack scenario where the jamming
signal traverses all fiber links in the topology. While in
reality the spreading of the jamming signal can be thwarted
at intermediate nodes, this assumption allows us to assess
an upper bound on the possible network disruption caused
by this type of attacks. For each demand, we verify whether
the demand is disrupted by the attack or not, considering the
reach limitations presented in Sec. III. A demand is considered
as disrupted if its path length exceeds the maximum reach
constraint imposed by the jamming attack. The results for
different attack scenarios are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. Fig. 4a
shows the percentage of disrupted demands and traffic volume.
Nearly 2% of all demands can be disrupted by a jamming
signal with 5 dB power gain, carrying 0.5% of the total
network traffic volume. Considering that the total network
traffic is 800 Tbps, up to 4 Tbps can be disrupted, causing
huge data losses. Moreover, if we consider only the demands
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Fig. 4. Percentage, bit rate and modulation format of the demands disrupted by the attack.

vulnerable to the attack, i.e., excluding 400 Gbps signals, the
percentage of disrupted demands can reach up to 8%.
Fig. 4b presents the number of disrupted demands according
to their modulation format and bit rate. Only 16-QAM and
64-QAM demands are affected, which is in line with their
vulnerability analysis shown in Figs. 2c and 2d. 100 Gbps
signals are the most sensitive to jamming. On average, five
100 Gbps signals are affected already when considering attacks
with 1 dB gain, while this number increases to 47 for 5 dB
power gain. Jamming signals at 4 and 5 dB gain affect 40 Gbps
demands as well, disrupting 6 and 27 demands, respectively.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper investigates the extent of disruption caused by
high-power jamming attacks to legitimate traffic in a SDM
network. We quantify the attack-induced reduction of maximum transmission reach for different bit rates and modulation
formats, as well as the resulting traffic losses at the network
level. The study provides an insight into the safety margins
that could be considered to mitigate traffic losses and increase
SDM network security. The results show that the correct modulation format is crucial not only for the spectrum efficiency,
as shown in the related works, but is also of utmost importance
for the resiliency of demands against high-power jamming
signal attacks.
Further studies are needed to understand how different optical network technologies affect the vulnerability to physical
layer attacks. In particular, the migration from WDM to SDM
optical networks may require new approaches to guarantee
the security of the optical layer. Moreover, the different extent
of disruptions can be observed depending on the considered
traffic matrices and network topology, as well as the applied
SSA algorithm. Finally, in addition to jamming signal attacks,
other kinds of physical layer attacks need to be studied in order
to offer high security and minimize the network vulnerability.
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